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OATHALL COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
MEETING OF THE FULL GOVERNING BODY 
 

Minutes of a meeting held on 17th September 2018 

 

 
Present: Martin Ashman (MA), Stewart Boyling (SB), Brenda Brown (Vice-chair, BB), 

Rowena Chalk (Chair, RC), Carl Day (CD), Zoe James (ZJ), Pete Robinson 
(PR), Eddie Rodriguez (Head, ERZ), Nicky Wastie (NW) 
 

In Attendance: Toby Houghton (Deputy Headteacher, TDH) 
 

Minutes: Alison Carter (Clerk to Governors, AC) 
 

1 APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 
James Horsman sent apologies, which were accepted. 

 

2 DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 
There were no declarations of interest at the meeting. 

 

3 EXAMS RESULTS ANALYSIS 

TDH had provided an analysis document on the summer exam results in advance of the 
meeting. He went through this analysis, urging caution in comparing year-on-year results, 
given that the GCSE grading system has changed almost completely to the new ‘grades 1-9’ 
system, and will not be able to confirm Progress 8 measures until official data is released, 
hopefully in October. TDH told the governors that he will bring them updated information 
later in the autumn.  
Oathall results have been uploaded to three analysis tools offered by third party 
organisations, which all attempt to indicate Progress 8 measures, and these analyses place 
the school slightly above the national average (taking into account prior attainment).  

TDH reported that Maths results at grade 7+ are very positive (25%). There is some concern 
at disappointing English results among higher ability students and among boys. MA asked if, 
before the exams, there was any evidence that boys were not achieving as expected. TDH 
said that no alarm bells had rung, and the English department grade conservatively; 
therefore there is a body of work to be done to address this. ERZ added that this academic 
year has seen relative stability in English staffing. Emily Evans will be analysing further, and 
developing an action plan to identify why evidence of learning did not translate into exam 
scripts. SB asked if there were any topics not covered during the year. TDH said that all 
topics were covered. ZJ asked if re-marks will be requested. TDH said that re-marks and 
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also exam scripts have been ordered, and changes may result. RC asked for a timescale on 
this. TDH said that re-marks can take about two weeks, and scripts will come earlier. 
CD asked whether students are surveyed on their learning experience, as a way of 
identifying a ‘gap’ between classroom learning and exam performance. TDH replied that 
there is some Student Voice feedback, but a more formal survey might be helpful, especially 
given the disappointing results among higher ability students. CD asked if there was a 
possibility that high expectations impact performance. TDH agreed that more boys than 
girls fall into the high ability group, and that it is possible they are at ease with their level of 
knowledge but that this does not translate into exam results. CD acknowledged that it is 
hard to tell how what it said to a student about their ability affects their effort and 
performance. ZJ asked whether the supressing of grades has been seen across the whole 
year group, or in specific groups. TDH replied that it was a general drop across all groups, 
but that once results are unpicked, the drop at the ‘top end’ becomes apparent. MA asked 
how many sets are affected. TDH said that there are two parallel top groups. MA asked 
whether there have been any issues with teaching. TDH said that there was a change of 
staff at Christmas, but he felt that while this might have had some effect, it will be 
important to determine what the exam board views as a good script, and to work on 
understanding what went awry between class learning and exam room. ZJ asked whether 
Emily is using her network in the analysis, and TDH said that she is already making contact. 
ZJ asked if comparisons have yet been made with other local schools. ERZ said that LT have 
seen results, but that they must be viewed with care, as they do not include prior 
attainment. 

‘Other subjects’ 
TDH spoke about ‘other subjects’ – practical/vocational. The initial analysis suggests 
progress is slightly below the national average but significantly better than last year. The set 
of subjects used in the measure has also altered significantly. 

Pupil Premium and Disadvantaged students. Gender gap. SEN-K students 
At this stage of reporting, no improvement in PP/Disadvantaged students’ results can be 
seen. There is, though, a narrowing of the gender gap, and work with the SEN-K cohort has 
improved their outcomes (particularly the ‘Step Up’ programme in English and Maths). ZJ 
asked if attendance has had an impact on PP/Disadvantaged students’ results. TDH replied 
that while some of this cohort had very poor attendance, others did not, and work remains 
to be done. He pointed out that the cohort is small and diverse, so drawing conclusions can 
be problematic. 
PR asked whether ‘outliers’ – e.g. students on the roll who fail to attend at all – has had 
an impact on results, as it did last year. TDH said that the DfE intends to remove these 
outliers from figures, but that it is unclear where the ‘cut-off’ point will be. However, even 
removing two students will make a considerable difference in figures, given Oathall’s small 
PP/ Disadvantaged cohort. 
RC asked when TDH will be able to come back to governors with more accurate and 
informative analysis. TDH said that the DfE has given a timescale of early October, but that 
these dates often slip back. The governors asked for a fresh report at the December FGB, to 
give enough time for receipt and analysis. 
MA asked how the overall progress would look if English (higher ability students) were to 
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be removed from the figures. He suggested that the school’s results might then have been 
outstanding. TDH agreed that one subject can skew the figures significantly. 
ZJ asked what the size of the coming Year 11 is, and TDH said that it’s larger, and this is 
likely to have an impact on next year’s results. 
CD asked about how Combined Science is included in grade analysis. ERZ said that the 
complex grade reporting in Science – a ‘double grade’ e.g. 7/6, 9/9, makes analysis even 
harder. A student who takes combined science is credited with two grades, each of which 
counts as a whole GCSE. 

The governors thanked TDH and he left the meeting 

4 APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 16th July 2018  

Minutes of the meeting held on 16th July 2018 were tabled to the meeting, approved as a 
true record and duly signed by the Chair. Part Two minutes were tabled, approved as a true 
record and duly signed by the Chair. 

 
 
 
 

5 MATTERS ARISING FROM PREVIOUS MEETINGS 
 
Strand meetings 
RC reminded governors to arrange their meetings schedule with LT (via Helen Parry) so that 
meetings fall two weeks before the FGB at which the LT member reports to an FGB. 
 
Governors’ Social 
The mooted date of September 27th has proved difficult for a number of governors. ZJ and 
RC will find another. 
 
Governor training 
RC reminded governors to consult NW about possible courses, and to consider January (in 
which there is no FGB meeting) as a period in which to get training. RC said that an in-house 
training session on WS premises, possibly shared with locality schools (making it cheaper), 
should be arranged. She asked governors to give NW suggestions. 
 
Pupil Premium Working Party 
The WP met on July 19th. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ZJ/RC 
 

 
 

 
 
governors 
 
 

6 URGENT MATTERS 
None 

 

7 POLICIES & PROCEDURES REVIEW 

Attendance policy 
The governors approved this policy. 
Governor’s Expenses policy 
The governors approved this policy. 
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8 BUSINESS REPORT 

Albermarle Centre 
RC asked how long there is to go on the lease. ERZ said that the matter is still with then 
local authority. 

Premises 
ERZ reported that platform lifts have now been installed. The doors in the main building 
have been fitted, and are awaiting powered modules to allow full accessibility. 

Asbestos 
MA queried the attitude of WSCC in dealing with the existence of asbestos, and asked 
about exposure of staff and students working in these areas. ERZ said that the WSCC team  
have advised that as long as asbestos is not disturbed, there is no danger. 

ZJ noted the £2,500 donation from Ricoh in the report, following the school taking out a 
new contract with the firm. CD reported that he asked for a donation, and was pleased at 
the large amount. He has encouraged Jo Godbolt to make similar requests when a new 
contract of any significant size is entered into. MA asked what percentage of Ricoh’s profit 
the donation represents, and CD said that it’s about 50% of profit – on hardware only, not 
on the ongoing maintenance contract. The governors congratulated Jo Godbolt and CD on 
this result. 

Pay award 
ERZ reported on some of the complexities of the award. The DfE definition of ‘fully funded’ 
differs from that of Headteachers. School budgets should have allowed for  a 1% rise and as 
such, additional central government funding will leave this amount out of any further funds 
given. The DfE formula for funding uses pupil numbers, so does not necessarily reflect types 
of staff employed at a school.  
Oathall had allowed, in its budget, for a 2% rise. 

Food safety report (MSDC) 
This report was tabled. The governors noted that it is very positive, and thanked Sue Denyer 
for her work. 

 

9 ACADEMY/LOCALITY ISSUES 

RC met Jonathan Ash-Edwards in late July, but not much information was forthcoming. 

Soft federation 
RC reported that progress and contact on this appeared to have slowed, until the Chair of 
Governors at Imberhorne recently made contact with her to invite Oathall governors to a 
November 29th event on student mental health and stress. RC asked the governors to let her 
know if they can attend. MA suggested that Oathall governors will need a report from 
Emma Green on these issues, if the GB decides to attend. RC said that for now, an interest 
can be expressed. 

ZJ brought to the governors’ attention a recent article in Lindfield Life – an interview with 
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Geoffrey Main about a proposal to open an 11-18 school with a Christian ethos, the Hugh 
Latimer Free School, on the Haywards Heath Central Sussex College site. ERZ said that he 
has been consulted on the matter (if a free school is proposed, local school leaders must be 
consulted as part of the process). It is recognised that there is a local need for sixth form 
provision, and a new 11-18 institution as proposed would not answer this need for many 
years.  

10 CHAIR’S REPORT 

Chair’s Action 
RC reported to the governors a Chair’s Action. She approved alterations on the website 
(07/09/18). The new wording is on current curriculum policy regarding setting. It has been 
changed for Years 7 and 8 – it now reads that setting is mixed ability across the board. A 
parent had previously pointed out a discrepancy. This policy is due for review in the spring 
term. 

School events 
RC reminded governors to attend school events, and drew their attention to the ‘Dates for 
Diaries’ list issued by the clerk. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

11 HEADTEACHER’S REPORT 

Student Matters 
The Year 7 cohort had settled at 207. This contrasts with the Year 11s who have just left, 
numbered at 160. 
An IT issue as term began meant that Year 7s could not be registered. The fault has been 
corrected after some days of manual entry. 
Parents and staff have reported that Transition from Primaries has been effective, and staff 
say that the Year 7 cohort is a strong and settled group. ERZ expressed thanks to Faye 
Hatchard and Jane Newnham, and the governors seconded. 

Exams 
ERZ expressed warm gratitude to Tracey Andrews for her work over the exam period, 
especially dealing with new systems. 

Safeguarding 
There was an unplanned fire evacuation on Friday 14th September. The fire brigade 
attended, but could find no source of trigger for the alarm. The alarm triggered a serious 
health episode in one student with a specific condition. Staff dealt admirably with the 
situation in difficult circumstances. An ambulance attended. The student’s mother is due to 
visit the school to discuss a management plan.  The rest of student body, held in the 
playground for 40 minutes, behaved in an exemplary manner. 

There have been incidents of threatening behaviour at the Washington Road gates. An 
Oathall student was assaulted on September 13th, and police attended the incident after 
some delay. PCSOs and members of staff have patrolled since that date, and there have 
been no further incidents. ERZ reminded the governors that the reduced hours at 
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Alternative Provision units does not help in this regard. 

Staffing 
ERZ was pleased to report in the summer that the school is fully staffed. However, two 
weeks before the start of term a teacher due to start a .5 FTE post in Maths, announced 
that he would not be coming. ERZ expressed his disappointment to the governors, especially 
considering the fact that the teacher would have been well aware of the serious impact of 
his actions. ERZ persuaded him to work while a replacement was sought. Damini 
McCullough has now been recruited, hopefully for the full term.  She comes from Christ’s 
Hospital and has a wide range of experience. SB asked if a new employee is allowed to fail 
to turn up so close to the start of teaching. ERZ said that there is no contract actually in 
place until an individual starts work. BB asked what the teacher’s excuse was, and ERZ said 
that he had started a business and it had grown more quickly that he anticipated. The 
governors expressed their disappointment. 

Excellence in Teaching programme 
This programme has been launched. Its aim is to raise classroom performance by 
encouraging creativity and providing coaching skills. It is led by Faye Hatchard. 

SAM Block 
The block is open, in use and splendid. A few inevitable small problems include tables that 
do not fit with other furniture. Some have been sent back and replacements are awaited. 
The suppliers are returning to fit tables with adjustable legs, and to make some bespoke 
tables. One CO2 detector in a Maths classroom has been triggering inappropriately. 
The Grand Opening of the SAM Block is Thursday November 9th from 4pm. Sir Paul Nurse, 
Nobel Laureate, will open the SAM block, and will be taking part in a student Q&A. 

Open Evening 
The Open Evening is Thursday September 20th.  

Toshiba display screens 
These are now installed in the SAM Block and Piccadilly Circus to great effect. Staff training 
has been completed so that certain members of staff can update the information displayed. 
ERZ thanked CD for his input. 

West Sussex Director of Education & Skills 
Deborah Myers’ post has not yet been filled, and it is clear that this will take some time. ERZ 
reported that her senior team has stepped up, sharing her role.  

Minibus 
A 17 seater new minibus, donated by Fairfax, has arrived. Its size means that anyone with a 
licence can drive it. Fairfax’s John Ball has attended a press/photo session with ERZ. He is 
keen to offer further help to Oathall, linked with his ‘Building Futures’ initiative. Mr Ball has 
asked for a Fairfax banner at the school’s entrance, and the governors agreed that this is 
very much acceptable. 

New West Sussex Link Adviser 
Claire Conley-Harper visited the school at the end of the July term. Her meeting and tour – 
examining the context in which the school operates – were very positive. She plans to make 
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two visits per year.  

Funding 
The West Sussex Worthless campaign, now extended nationwide, is organising an event on 
28th September in which it is hoped 1,000 headteachers will march to Downing Street to 
protest funding cuts. ERZ will attend. 

12 OUTSIDE EDUCATIONAL VISITS 
The clerk read a list of proposed trips from Jo Godbolt (via MA) and the governors approved 
them. All activities still have to get WSCC approval. TDH and Jo Godbolt will meet Simon 
Whitmore from WSCC in October for his annual audit of trips policy & procedures. MA will 
also attend this meeting. 

 

13  SAFEGUARDING 
No report. 

 

14 PUPIL PREMIUM MATTERS 
ZJ and RC met EG on 19.7.18. There was a wide-ranging discussion about ways in which 
governors can be confident that PP students are making progress, and about a schedule for 
this working party. RC asked EG what an Oathall Pupil Premium student looks like, and EG 
displayed considerable knowledge. BB will attend the next meeting. 

 

15 ATTENDANCE 
No report at this early stage of the year. 

 

16 GOVERNORS' VISITS & INDIVIDUAL REPORTS 
NW attended the recent Governance briefing, and met new Link Advisor Claire Conley-
Harper. NW expressed some disappointment that briefings tend to focus a great deal on 
primary schools. 
NW has completed Safeguarding training at her workplace. 

 

17 ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
CD is to meet Sussex Cricket about raising funds for the re-instigation of cricket nets at 
Oathall. 
ERZ shared a start-of-term SIMs report with the governors. 

 
 

 
The meeting closed at 21:00 hrs 

 

 DATE & VENUE OF NEXT MEETINGS (to be held at 7.00 pm, in CR1)  
Autumn term 2018: 8th October; 12th November; 10th December 

 

Distribution:  Governing Body, Leadership Team, Head’s PA, WSCC 
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FGB meeting action log 
 
 

Meeting at which 
action raised 

Details Who? Timescale Completed? 

17.9.18 Consult diaries and inform clerk of 
availability for Nov 29th 
Imberhorne mental health 
governor session 

All 
governors/clerk 

asap  

17.9.18 Rearrange governor’s social 
 

ZJ/RC By Oct FGB  

17.9.18 Give NW suggestions for in-house 
training. 
 

All governors By Oct FGB  

16.7.18 Provide clerk with a list of planned 
training. 

All governors October 
FGB 
meeting 

 

14.5.18/18.6.18 Ask locality schools about shared 
training 

RC By end of 
year 

Progress made with 
Imberhorne Chair 
Sept ‘18 

Completed actions 

     

 


